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from now, we will perhaps fi nd ourselves in a giant dome with a white ceiling. We will 
lie upon wide seats and look upwards. A half dozen apparatuses will project their images 
into the dome in overlapping counterpoint, each image shown in a different color. One 
projector will show only clouds and stars, another the earth, water, and animals. A third 
projector will show angels, devils, and humanity in whatever form the artist sees and 
paints them in. Rather than symphonies, we will see “symphoties” [Symphotieen]: con-
certs of images and themes.10 Just as music was a subsidiary art centuries ago and only 
gradually attained the status of a great and divine art—the youngest of the great arts—so 
fi lm will once be valued as a serious divine art, as soon as it gains autonomy from all con-
tent to produce sovereign form. Then the state will found public fi lm theaters and fi lm 
academies, and the fi lm industry, in addition to profi t-driven productions, will discover 
its idealism and its cultural mission. (After all, book publishers printed Hölderlin and 
Spinoza alongside profi table romance novels). But one thing is still needed: the great gen-
ius of fi lm. The fi lm machine awaits its great genius, just as earlier forms of the piano 
such as the thin harpsichord had to wait for Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier and Beethoven’s 
piano sonatas. Thus the director’s fi lm is awaiting the doubly talented artist of light and 
music—a Richard Wagner of animation. It awaits a truly great symphoty of fi lm, whose 
fi rst and courageous precursors we see in Fischinger’s ornamental dance and in the little 
Mickey Mouse.

Notes

1. The quote is from the prologue to Schiller’s Wallenstein (1798): “Ernst ist das Leben, heiter ist die 
Kunst.”

2. On the nineteenth-century satirical poet and illustrator Wilhelm Busch, see the text by Hans 
Pander in chapter 15, no. 221, note 1.

3. Max Slevogt (1868–1932) was a German impressionist artist.
4. See Diebold’s “A New Art: Film’s Music for the Eyes” in chapter 14, no. 202.
5. On the music critic Eduard Hanslick, see Diebold’s text in chapter 14, no. 202, note 5.
6. The Kamera was a cinema on Berlin’s Unter den Linden. The study based on Rubenstein’s 

“Lichtertanz” is Hans Fischinger’s Study No. 12 (1932).
7. See Diebold’s “Expressionism and Cinema,” excerpted in chapter 13, no. 189.
8. Missa Solemnis is Beethoven’s famous Mass in D Major, op. 123, composed between 1819 and 1823.
9. A satirical term used to refer to Richard Wagner’s music beginning in the 1850s. The term is often 

attributed to composer Louis Spohr and to the music critic Ludwig Bischoff (playing on the title of 
Wagner’s The Artwork of the Future).

10. Diebold’s neologism Symphotie is a playful variation on Symphonie, in which the root for sound 
(phon-) is replaced by the root for light (phot-).
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SIEGFRIED KRACAUER

On the Border of Yesterday: On the Berlin Film and 
Photo Exhibition

First published as “An der Grenze des Gestern: Zur Berliner Film- und Photo-Schau,” in Frankfurter Zeitung 
(July 12, 1932). Translated by Michael Cowan.

In the following text, Siegfried Kracauer reviews a “Film und Foto” exhibition that had 
opened in Berlin on July 2, 1932. The exhibition featured screenwriter Eduard Andrés’s 
collection of historical fi lm materials as well as the private archives of several actors 
and fi lmmakers, including Fritz Lang, Max Mack, and Harry Piel. Recalling his essay on 
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photography from 1927, Kracauer uses the occasion to remark on the ambivalence of 
fi lm’s relation to history: while old fi lms seem to preserve only “unessential phenomena,” 
now comically removed from their living context, they also remind us more deeply of 
“the demise of each and every present.” Like photos, fi lm can serve both vain attempts 
to overcome temporality through “mechanized immortality” (see chapter 3, no. 35) 
and a deeper realization of the essential transience of worldly life. Surveying the 
obsolete technologies on display, Kracauer refl ects on the profound contingency of fi lm 
history, even as he reaffi rms his hope in the promise of cinema, whose “exquisite 
apparatus” of moving image projection “cannot have been created in vain.” Cinema’s 
rich technological past opens for him the vast, not-yet-realized potentiality of the 
medium’s future.

A group of shops in the Joachimsthaler Straße has just inaugurated a permanent exhibi-
tion of fi lm and photography, which brings together a wealth of material the likes of which 
have never been seen. The organizers have compiled documents, images, and specimens 
stretching from the earliest days of photography and fi lm down to the present. They 
afford a nearly seamless overview of a development in which we participated so fully that 
we could not previously detach it from ourselves. Through this collection, the life we 
unrefl ectively lived comes into view for the fi rst time and confronts us as something 
external. And, as we survey the exhibition, we recognize—not without a certain shud-
der—how the present sinks into the past bit by bit, and how the past continues to rever-
berate within the present.

The exhibition rooms are reminiscent of fairground booths. All the walls are covered 
from fl oor to ceiling with photos, interspersed by glaring outdoor posters. Other factors 
also contribute to the impression of fairground magic. The exhibition remains open late 
into the night; in one room, disguised as an old Kintopp from the outlying neighbor-
hoods, forgotten fi lms and new ones are shown; the shop-window decorations look like 
the visual incarnation of a barrel-organ melody; the ticket price is so low that the open 
shop-door no longer feels like an insurmountable barrier. In short, the street is drawn 
deep into the display, whose most secret recesses seem as if created for passers-by. 
Whether the sense of improvisation that prevails here was intended by the organizers or 
simply due to a lack of funds, it perfectly corresponds in either case to the ostensible 
object of the exhibition. These images would suffocate in the bright and elegant halls of 
museums, and this not only on account of their origin and signifi cance. If they would be 
out of place in such a setting, it is also because they have not yet become fully historical. 
Their place is on the border of yesterday, where one can only improvise. For in the twi-
light of this border area, contours become blurred and the murmur of lived existence 
bleeds over into the terrains only recently vacated.

From the earliest days of photography, we have the picture of a window by Niépce,1 
who worked from 1816 to 1830 and was the forerunner of Daguerre. The photo, printed 
on specially prepared paper coated in bitumen, will not endure much longer. The image 
already shows cracks and fi ssures, and the fi gure threatens to recede back into the mono-
tone ground from which its creator had lured it forth. It must have been an incomparable 
joy for him to freeze all things otherwise fated to die. One can still see the window 
clearly with its frame and stone sill—a wretched window on some Parisian house. But 
precisely the insignifi cance of the subject illustrates the intention of the fi rst photographs. 
They were doubtlessly driven by the mission of acknowledging the temporality of a world 
whose time was running out. And the emotion that overcomes today’s observer at the 
sight of the yellowing paper can be explained by the fact that this photo, in contrast to 
most modern ones, strives to save fading appearances without eternalizing them to the 
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point of tedium. By bringing a fl eeting phenomenon to a miraculous standstill for the 
sake of probing its possible meanings, the old photo reminds us of the original vocation 
of photographic technology, whose later benefi ciaries have long been content to meaning-
lessly stave off the evaporation of unessential phenomena.

The beginnings of fi lm: a zoetrope is there for spinning, and little picture booklets, 
which one can fl ip through quickly with one’s fi nger like a deck of cards, produce artless 
scenes. “You won’t believe what happens,” reads the title of one such booklet, and this 
statement is designed to arouse the curiosity of fairground visitors. In amusement parks, 
one still fi nds those Biofi x devices from the old days making their exaggerated promises 
to greedy patrons with deep pockets.2 The entire beginnings of fi lm production are 
immersed in an air of fairground booths. This is the atmosphere in which the Max Skla-
danowsky’s experiments could thrive.3 And just as the crude equipment employed by this 
inventor already contained a wealth of possibilities that would later be elaborated, so too 
the spot on which he entered into this virgin territory was decisive for the future. The 
conditions under which a new development takes shape always exert an unforeseeable 
infl uence on its trajectory. The fi rst narrative fi lm in the world, created by Skladanowsky 
under the title Die Rache der Frau Schultze [The revenge of Frau Schultze],4 is a kind of 
street ballad, whose images are accompanied by verses such as this:

Evenings as the clock strikes ten
Frau Schultze lies in bed, but then
The neighbor working at his—song
Blasts his trumpet all night long.5

It is also telling that the vengeful Frau Schultze was played by a circus acrobat. The fi lms 
from that time all serve to illustrate the melodies of stage balladeers or to visualize 
themes drawn from sensational literature. The same compulsion that drove technicians 
to design the apparatus also led them to motifs lurking beneath offi cial literature. The 
world into which they advanced was that of popular amusements, of adventure stories 
created and consumed at a primitive level, of ten-cent brochures one fi nds in the semi-
public spaces of stationery shops and courtyards. But if this world was the fi rst to be con-
quered by fi lm, that can only mean that fi lm has its place there. And indeed, fi lm would 
later celebrate its greatest victories precisely as a creation of the street, as a means of con-
veying those indestructible great themes that manifest themselves more clearly in show 
tents than in so-called literature, forming the pleasures of the uneducated or the wise. 
The comedies of Chaplin, which display the indelible sign of fi lm’s lineage, are at once its 
fulfi llment.

The Fallen Woman’s Vengeance: A Moral Story in Four Acts.6 This is the title of a jaded 
old fi lm with Hans Albers in the role of a sinister seducer.7 His locks of hair still bounce 
in all their glory, and his vanity is still innocent like the heroes of novels for housemaids. 
Today, Albers tries to embody the popular fi gure that he perhaps really was in his 
greener days, but he falls short. The kitsch he once represented had a popular appeal that 
meant something; the nature he mimes today in the interest of his popularity is kitsch. 
One image from this fi lm is telling. The heroine, pistol in hand (and apparently already 
fallen), stands in her luxurious family parlor before an easel painting of the seducer clad 
in tails. The intertitle expresses her feelings as follows: “I once loved this man. But oh, 
how I loathe him today! I must kill him, even if only in an image!” The excitement con-
veyed by these words is nowhere visible on the heroine’s face; on the contrary, she gives 
the impression of someone completely uninvolved in the events. She fi lls the center of the 
room with the quiet composure of an exalted middle-class statue, and the calm that 
prevents any emotion from swelling up in her breast corresponds perfectly to the 
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indifference with which she holds the revolver. The murder weapon might as well be an 
empty matchbox that she will set down in the next moment, so tenuous is its relation to 
the fallen woman and the tails. But what of the tragic words? The footage demonstrates 
that at the time of their writing, the space subsequently conquered by fi lm had not yet 
come into view. The parlor is a modifi ed stage set; the roles are played by theater actors 
who cannot speak; the furniture comes from the prop room; and the camera is afraid to 
move. During the time of this preliminary phase, people and objects belong neither to 
the theater, where they can make themselves understood, nor yet to that world that can 
be represented on the screen. These are ghosts who operate at dawn and whose language 
is not ours. Their gestures appear to give the lie to their words. Their stillness is agita-
tion, and their pistols shoot into emptiness. When the camera awakens from its fi xedness, 
they will fade away.

Many fi lms from that bygone era are now simply comical. Not in the places where they 
try to be comical but rather, precisely at the heights of seriousness. In the middle of a 
graveyard scene, for example, which apparently forms the poignant conclusion to a dra-
matic plot, we fi nd the kneeling Henny Porten alongside a well-dressed gentleman who 
would be at home in any Courths-Mahler novel.8 The commentary accompanying the 
image tells us

No place on earth would I sooner crave,
But here beside my family grave.9

There is not the slightest doubt that the grieving woman and the gentleman standing to 
the side are devastated. But the image still makes the audience laugh, and other less bla-
tant scenes from old society dramas are similarly doomed to laughter. The comic effect 
issues from a certain transformation that has befallen these images. While they showed 
their original viewers only the content they intended, what they show viewers today is the 
peculiar and decaying milieu in which that content manifested itself as naïvely as if it 
were rooted there. We see not only the gentleman’s emotion but also his antiquated 
jacket, and we are forced to notice that Henny Porten’s sadness resides just beneath the 
outmoded shape of her hat. The emphasis of these images has shifted; the fashionable 
externalities, which previously disappeared, now come to the fore like cryptic writing. 
And instead of being swept up in the pathos that spoke from these images in their own 
time, our interest is aroused only by the comical contrast that exists between the images’ 
claims to pathos and the obsolete appearance of their protagonists. Since fi lm represents 
life as it appears more fully than any other form of art, its tasks perhaps include this one: 
to constantly call our attention to the questionable entanglement of fl eeting time and 
feelings or passions that lay claim to permanence. To be sure, the sense of amusement 
provoked by recently outmoded fi lmstrips has a dark foundation. For the sight of cloth-
ing and gestures in which we still expressed ourselves only a short time ago recalls more 
generally the demise of each and every present. Undoubtedly, many athletic festivals, 
tragedies, and other sights we now encounter on the screen will soon create an impression 
no less comical than the couple beside the family grave. The only reality free from this 
comic effect is one that has become completely historical and no longer reaches over into 
our own, and the only contents to escape it are those possessing such overwhelming self-
evidence and power that they conquer even their own ephemeral appearance. But where 
could such contents be found in today’s world?

From the past, the exhibition then advances imperceptibly into the present. Still, a 
few stages of the cinema’s development do stand out. There’s the letter from Max Mack 
to Albert Bassermann, in which Bassermann—who had refused to work in film up 
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until that point—is successfully entreated to accept a role in the film Sein eigener Mörder 
[His own murderer].10 There are images of the first sets constructed in a film studio. 
There are also samples of films that introduced an important series or an influential 
technological innovation. But despite these faint signals, one never finds the threshold 
beyond which yesterday would be confined once and for all. Rather, one glides into the 
present without stopovers. The uncanny sensation of not knowing exactly when modern 
garments supplant the old ones is intensified by the awareness that, along with techno-
logical progress, the films themselves grow emptier. At the end of the exhibition, a new 
sound film camera has been set up, which compares with Skladanowsky’s clumsy 
Bioskop like an elegant automobile of today compares with a traditional Ford.11 But the 
films issuing from this streamlined and wonderfully constructed apparatus do not sat-
isfy the hopes people once had for the future perfection of the originary model. On the 
contrary: the more they take on the character of industrial productions, the more hollow 
they ring, and the increasing technological know-how invested in these films appears to 
condition their decrease in substance. They turn good intentions on their head; they lift 
up sensationalism and thereby drag it down; they provide the populace with phony ide-
ologies and spoil their content through decorations. Things did not have to be this way, 
but they turned out this way in actuality. The stroll through the exhibition resembles in 
every detail a slide into the abyss. One hope does, however, remain: the exquisite appa-
ratus that produces these inane products. It cannot have been created in vain, and one 
day it will assume the function that corresponds to it in reality.

To the foregoing observations, one could add that the copious material, presented here 
to exhibition visitors little by little, was provided by innumerable industry professionals. 
Directors opened their private archives, and fi lm extras contributed valuable old photos. 
The exhibition company, which is donating a certain percentage of its gross profi ts to the 
welfare funds of some fi lm associations, also plans to organize subsidiary exhibitions in 
other German cities. In the central exhibition, there are further plans to hold lectures on 
various topics and events pertaining to specialty areas.

Notes

1. Joseph Nicéphore Niépce (1765–1833) was one of the inventors of photography. Kracauer would 
seem to be referring to Point de vue du Gras (1826–1827), often credited as the earliest surviving 
photograph. Kracauer refers to the photo twice as being printed on paper, though the original image was 
printed on bitumen-coated pewter plate. It is likely that he saw a paper copy.

2. The Biofi x device was a system for producing animated portraits of customers through fl ip books, 
thus offering, in the words of one British brochure, “immortality to everyone at a shilling a time.” Cited in 
Stephen Herbert, “Animated Portrait Photography,” History of Photography 13, no. 1 (1989), 69.

3. See the text by the showman and inventor Max Skladanowsky earlier in this chapter, no. 263.
4. The fi lm in question is Eine Fliegenjagd oder die Rache der Frau Schultze (1905) by Max 

Skladanowsky. Whether this deserves the title of “fi rst” narrative fi lm is debatable.
5. In German the verse is

Abends, wenn die Glocke zehn,
Will Frau Schultze schlafen gehn,
Ihr Herr Nachbar—componiert,
Spielt Posaune und klaviert.

6. Kracauer refers to the fi lm Die Rache der Gefallenen (1920).
7. On the actor Hans Albers, see Kracauer’s text in chapter 5, no. 77, note 3.
8. A likely reference to a Tonbild entitled Am Elterngrab (1907). Hedwig Courths-Mahler (1867–1950) 

was one of the most successful German authors of popular novels in the early twentieth-century. On 
Henny Porten, see chapter 10, nos. 143, 144. On Tonbilder, see chapter 17, no. 247.

9. These are lyrics from the German folk song “Die Rasenbank am Elterngrab.” The original text is 
“Der schönste Platz, den ich auf Erden hab’, / Das ist die Rasenbank am Elterngrab.”
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10. Kracauer is presumably confusing Max Mack’s 1914 fi lm Sein eigener Mörder with his 1913 fi lm 
Der Andere, the fi rst fi lm in which Albert Bassermann, one of Germany’s premier stage actors at the time, 
agreed to appear on screen. Both fi lms were variations on the Jekyll and Hyde narrative. Mack’s 1913 fi lm 
also inaugurated the German Autorenfi lm movement (see chapter 6, no. 79).

11. On the Bioskop, see the text by Max Skladanowsky earlier in this chapter, no. 263.


